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Errata

The author wishes to make the following changes in this
paper.

33m-34 should read,

... collective farm we are speaking about and the nature of
the system of values shared by its members. We might distin-W
guish at least three measures of equality, First is the most
literal: each member of the group receives the same volume of
the benefits independent of his work (or contribution). This
idea (in Russia called uravnilovka) is common among some
religious groups and unsITdw-eorkers. The second could be
formulated as 'equal reward for equal work.' It is common
among former hired workers whose contribution is exclusively
manpower.

"The extreme and most sophisticated meaning of equality is
'to each according to his needs' and -from each according to
his abilities,' but this idea usually cannot be put into
practice * .

lo 1. 15 should read:

' come to the village), strong *amoral familism,' the
inability of members . .





THE PROSPECTS FOR COLLECTIVE FARMING

By Boguslaw Galeski*

INTRODUCTION

The collective or cooperative farm exists today in many countries

with different socio-economic levels of development, socio-economic and

political structures, and cultural backgrounds. In many more countries,

the interest in collective farming is growing, particularly in the so-called

"developing countries." Governments, development agencies, political parties,

and scientists working on socio-economic problems all consider the collective

farm a good remedy for difficult problems and a good form for technological

and socio-economic development in agriculture. It is not the idea of the

peasants themselves.

The very fact that the collective farm has emerged under various

socio-economic, political, and cultural conditions is often offered as

an argument that this form of organization of agricultural production is

the form of the future. But are we really speaking about the same phenome-

non when we speak about collective farms in Israel, in the Soviet Union,

in Tanzania, or in Chile?

Of course, all these forms do have something in common. They are

all collective farms--farms operated by groups of producers who are not

members of the same family and not workers hired by a manager, but who

are members of a group organized on the principle of sharing among them-

selves property, work, and the results of work. But these traits exist

*A member of the faculty of the Institute of Philosophy and Science,
Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw.



in differing degrees, and all other sociological and economic traits are

very often strongly dissimilar. In fact, the differences are so important

that it is doubtful that anything of practical significance can be said

about collective farming in general.

Many criteria are used to distinguish collective farms within and

among countries. We have, for example, moshav, moshav-shitufi, and kibbutz

forms in Israel; types I and Ib, II and III in Poland; and TOZ (association

for joint farming), artel, and commune in the Soviet Union. We distinguish

the Ujamaa village in Tanzania, cooperative ejidos in Mexico, Landwirtschaft

Production Genossenchaften in East Germany, and collective farms in Hungary

as different statutory types. Without question, this classification is

not all-inclusive, First, not all collective farms have a legal status;

second, the organizational principles are usually ideals, while the actual

socio-economic and organizational patterns do not necessarily match the

formal status.

In many socio-economic analyses, the criteria for classification of

collective farms are very sophisticated. Most often in use are: the

amount of land commonly owned and its proportion to the total area; the

amount of cooperative work and its relation to work spent-by members for

private production; the size of farm, its production characteristics, number

of members, and organizational principles; the link between family house-

holds and collective farms, and between the latter and the general economic

system. All these classifications are useful, but no one of them is suf-

ficient to cover the variety of existing socio-economic and organizational

patterns of collective farms. Moreover, these classifications could be

misleading, Organizational solutions emerged in response to different

conditions and have socio-ecoznomic contents usually not expressed in a
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legal status. The adoption of the same legal status in a given country

can markedly change its actual form, e.g., the Hungarian, Bulgarian, German,

Rumanian, or Czechoslovakian collective farms, which are very dissimilar

among themselves and in comparison to Soviet kolkhozes though they all share

the same legal status. Thus, A new typology of collective farms is needed.
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THE BASIC TYPOLOGY

I want to distinguish here four types of collective farms. They

are:

Type 1) collective farms created by believers in an ideology Which

puts a higher value on the noneconomic than on the economic

goals;

Type 2) collective -farms created by landless families who were able

to acquire the land but not to start individual family farms;

Type 3) collective farms organized by governments in order to reach

national economic and social goals;

Type 4) collective farms organized by farmers in order to get the

advantages of a large operation--lower costs of production,

more effective use of land, of manpower, and of capital,

etc.--and consequently higher economic profits.

The first type includes: religious communes; collective farms created

by believers in radical social ideas; communes or collective farms created

by people who reject contemporary industrial civilization with its system

of values; and farms created by groups of believers in a particular mission

of their nation, class, or race. All these collective farms have one thing
in common--they are not created for any economic reason, though their mem-

bers might incidentally achieve some economic advantage, but to reach ideolo-

gical goals. Some peasants or people of peasant origin might join such

ideological groups but, in general, participation of peasants in ideolo-

gical communes is negligible. Such communes are usually created by urban

people, radical intelligentsia, industrial workers, or people who oppose

the existing socio-economic system. They have their own vision of what
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society should be and they set out to create an alternative to an unjust

world or simply an escape from such a world.

The second type includes the collective farms created by new settlers

on land which requires expensive investment, such as irrigation, before

it can be used. The investment required may exceed the resources of a

single family, or it may be much easier to overcome the difficulties in

a group. In such a situation, the settlers are usually laborers who re-

ceived the land from a land reform program. They have no agricultural

equipment, or the equipment remaining on the farm is functionally related

to the size of the farm and therefore difficult to divide, e.g., tractors,

combines, buildings, etc. They are not prepared to start individual farming

because they have had no such experience and are skilled in only orle farming

operation. The simplest solution for them is to operate the farm as it

was operated before by a landlord or manager and to share the profits.

What is common to all these groups is that they are created by landless

families Without extended experience of individual farming, that they are

in new and difficult situations, and that they involve a group formally

created for the purpose of settling the land. They may or may not believe

in a special ideology, but they are in a situation which can be much more

easily overcome by group farming.

The third type includes collective farms created not by peasants them-

selves but by governments. Peasants could oppose or not oppose the collecti-

vization, but it is surely not their idea. To date no collective farms

have been Voluntarily and spontaneously created by peasants. The reasons

for collectivization are usually goals of national development. In coun-

tries which do not have such means to industrialization as rich national

resources, governments must extract these means from the many people of



the lowest economic strata. Collectivization allows control over produc-

tion and consumption in rural areas and over prices for food; it allows

the use of large masses of manpower for construction of industry and infra-

structure; and at the same time, collectivization provides the means for

administrative and political control over the masses of petty producers.

In some East European countries, however, like East Germany or Czecho-

slovakia, reasons for collectiviation were different. These countries

already had a highly developed industrial sector and further programs of

extensive industrialization created difficulties for agricultural manpower.

Lack of such manpower made necessary the organization of large holdings.

Of course, large, private, business-oriented holdings could not be accepted

in a planned economy, both because they could not be controlled and'

because of socialist ideological principles. Therefore, only two solutions

were possible--state farms and cooperative (collective) farms. State farms

were much more expensive, because they put all risks on government and gave

less incentive for productivity; hence, collective farms were chosen as

the cheapest and best form of large holdings.

The fourth type of collective farm is quite different. It exists

where there are competitive markets; hence, all enterprises which have

lower costs of production are more profitable. It is much easier to intro-

duce new, usually expensive, technology on a large farm than on a small

farm. Therefore, farmers Join their resources of capital, land, and man-

power in order to produce more cheaply and to gain higher profits on the

market. The French GAEC (Groupement Agricole d.'Exploitation en Comnmun)

is the best example of this kind of collective farm. Cooperatives as a

form of better adjustment to competitive market conditions have been known

for a long time. But usually they did not enter the field of production,
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limiting their activity to marketing, processing, and sometimes to produc-

tion services. This is no longer sufficient, however, and new forms were

created which have many intermediate stages, e.g., maschnenringe in Germany

with joint ownership of mechanical agricultural equipment, agricultural

circles in Poland with much broader goals, and cooperatives, in YugoslaVia

,which operate on the principle of co-production with individual peasant

farms.

Before going any further in explanation of our typology, we must make

two important restrictions. First, in some countries we can find virtually

all the types of collective farm distinguished above. In Poland, for exam-
ple, ideologically motivated collective farms came immediately after World

War II. During the period of land reform implementation (195.548) collecti-

vization ceased. Following the reform, however, collective farms were

created by former agricultural laborers and this type of collective farming

is still dominant in a few regions of Poland. Poland also saw an attempt

by the government to collectivize peasant agriculture, but this was not

successful and the third type of collective farm is hence nonexistent.

In a planned economy, the fourth type has no opportunity to emerge, but

there are in Poland a few farms oriented towards the market, created by

farmers themselves in order to gain profit and other privileges. Soviet

collective farms before 1927 were similarly structured, while communes

are of the first type of collective farm and TOZ or' the first artels of

the second. The same is true of Israel: kibbutzim could be described as

a good example of the first type and moshavim of the second.

The second restriction is that these are ideal types. In reality,

very often we have two or more reasons for the organization of collective

farms. For example, the kibbutzim could be regarded as farms founded by
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groups of believers with their dominant goal being ideological. But at

the same time, collective farming was created in Isreal in order to settle

people on new land, sometimes on the desert where expensive investments

were needed and individual farming was not possible. Italian collective

farms created by Christian-Democratic, Socialist, or Communist parties

could also be regarded- as groups of believers and classified as Type I.

But they could be classified as well in Type 2, because the reason for

their creation was land reform and members belong to the social stratum

of former agricultural laborers (braccianti). The typology proposed, there-
fore, does not presume that ideology be the only goal of Type 1 farms, but

that such a goal be dominant and that it determine the character of the

collective farm.

The usefulness of the typology consists, in fact, in the impossibility

of analyzing the organizational differences or economic effects of collective

farms without first taking into account the goal of the particular organi-

zation. An economic analysis of a collective farm could be irrelevant

for its members if they created it in order to reach some religious, moral,

or social goal. The organizational principle of kolkhozes would be absurd

in a nonplanned economy, but can be understood if we know that the kolkhoz

is a form which allows for extraction from agriculture of the means for

extensive industrialization of the country. In each of the types we have,

therefore, other organizational patterns, different types of conflicts,
different problems to overcome, different criteria of success, different

patterns of interpersonal relations, and different prospects for the future.

To make this clearer, I will now analyze a few examples.



Exam les of Different )yes of Collective Farms

Kibbutz: The general reason for collective farming in Israel was

the need to settle land not in agricultural use or in inefficient use.

This was the basis for different forms of cooperative farming and Israel's

experience with collective farming is carefully studied by specialists

from countries where the need for settlement of new land exists and such

land is available. But among the factors determining the Israeli success

with agricultural cooperation, the ideological factor was perhaps the most

important. Settlers in Israel were in fact in an "optimal" situation.

They received substantial financial support; they wJere usually well-educated

people; they had not been peasants in the past, so they had no attachment

to individual farming or to private property in general; and they had a

unifying, usually a socialistic, ideology. The kibbutz was therefore not

just a unit of settlement on the new land, and not just a military unit;

it was primarily a group of believers in an equalitarian utopia. I am

speaking, or course, about the more extreme forms of kibbutzim. Each

kibbutz is affiliated with or was created by a different political party

and hence there are ideological differences between kibbutzim.

Taking as an example the kibbutzim created by MAPAM (Socialist party),

we could say that the most important organizational principle was that

of rigorous equality in access to all benefits--power (decision-making),

education, prestige, means of consumption, etc.--and equal distribution

of all unpleasant duties and work. Within the limits of material possi-

bilities, the kibbutz wlas a realization of the communistic principle "to

each according to his needs." Equality is not the single organizational

principle of the kibbutz, but it is the most important influence on the

general features of kibbutzim. Full socialization of ownership, production,
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and consumption, rotation of all administrative positions after two years,

the key role played by a general assembly of all members of a kibbutz in

the decision-making process, the equal prestige of all kinds of work done

in the kibbutz, the terminology of one family ("all daughters are our

daughters"), etc.--all are the consequences of the dominant idea of equality.

Even the internal difficulties and conflicts of kibbutzim are expressed

mainly in ideological terms. And there are many difficult problems. The

idea "to each according to his needs" was formulated in opposition to a

society where individual profit is the strongest driving force, where

"greedy" individuals take fruits of work from others, where prestige is

strongly related to money, and money is the means of access to benefits

and privileges. The kibbutz is an "oasis" of socialism: money has no

significance in interpresonal relations; it does not determine access to

benefits. In theory, therefore, there is no place for money, for greediness,

for exploitation of others, for desire to accumulate possesstions, etc.

But the kibbutz does not exist in isolation- it is involved in a capitalistic

economic system based on the principles which its member rejected, but

which the kibbutz as an organization must accept. The kibbutz must be

competitive, market- and profit-oriented; in the market it must act in

the same way as all other economic organizations. Hence, the kibbutz's

best products go to the market and its members receive for consumption that

part which is not accepted by the market. Even in the internal organiza-

tion of a kibbutz, priorities are established which are not particularly

desired by members, but which are absolutely necessary if the kibbutz is

to be competitive.

This situation is not exactly what members of a kibbutz want. Generally

speaking, members of kibbutzim have not reached the goals they desired.
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After all, the principle "to each according to his needs" is realized only

to a very limited extent. Only basic food is so shared. All other consumer

goods are distributed according to the length of time an individual has

spent in the kibbutz and to his "contribution, estimated in a very vague

way. Neither prestige nor the distribution of power are equal either.

THe rotation of all leading positions is obligatory, but usually the same

people rotate. This can be reasonably explained, but kibbutz members.

come to know that equality in distribution of power is nonexistent.

The result of all these necessary compromises creates very difficult

problems for the new generation. It has been socialized in a different
way and hence is not prepared to live in a capitalist society. But the

ideas of its fathers are not its ideas; it did not create the kibbutz out

of its own vision. Some of the young people find solutions by becoming

experts, or managers, or technical specialists. They introduce the ideas

of efficiency, rational organization of work, modern technology, modern

marketing, and so on. Such individuals are highly appreciated by members

of the kibbutz, but they have nothing to do with its original goal. Another

group of youngsters leave the kibbutz to join the army or the civil service.

in such organizations, they serve efficiently ad with enthusiasm, but

they are not prepared to live with unorganized individuals competing in

a capitalist economy. A third group of young people may organize a new

kibbutz, usually on the frontier. There they will try to put into practice

their own vision of a just society, as their fathers did.

These remarks about kibbutzim should not be taken as criticism. The

difficulties faced by kibbutzim derive from the fact that believers sooner

or later realize that their ideals could not be reached. Striving to create

an ideal form, they managed only to create a better form. In this sense.
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kibbutzim are successful. They have shown that efficient and successful

collective farms can be created if there are favorable conditions and,

most important, if the desire to create such farms exists. It is very

difficult to follow the patterns of kibbutzim, but ideological groups have

shown that the creation and continuation of collective farming is possible.

Ejido: The emergence of cooperative ejidos in Mexico was related

to land reform. Land was given to producers not as individuals but as

group owners, and was combined -with old communal forms of ownership.

Traditional communal ow¢nership of land did not imply collective farming:

livestock was usually privately owned and the use of land was private.

In general, production was organized on the basis of family farming, but

there did exist some more or less developed forms of mutual assistance.

With this basis, it was possible to organize collective farming after land

reform. The land was given to landless families who had been living for

a determined length of time on the land and working for a lahdlord. The

decision as to whether the land should be operated in an individual or

collective manner was left to the general assembly of members of the ejido.

They were generally inclined to operate the land as a large unit, or at

least to keep together part of the land and devote it to some kind of

production, usually for market. The factors creating such an attitude

were numerous: communal ownership of land; lack of individually possessed

equipment; lack of skills needed to organize single family farms; awareness

that the landlord was successful and that his profit could now be divided

between producers themselves; and lack of accurate knowledge of any other

form of agricultural production. Also, the government and its agencies

were inclined to suggest the cooperative form. They were interested in

the efficiency of governmental support and in full control over its use.



In many cases, agronomists feared that single family farming would destroy

successful operation, as on sugar plantations and coffee plantations, and

that productivity would decline.

The most important factor in creating collective farms, however, was

the banks. Families who received land had no capital and no equipment.

They had to borrow money from the very beginning. The banks needed some

kind of guarantee, which land given to a group could not provide. The best

solution was to organize a credit cooperative which could be controlled

by the bank. In the legal agreements between banks and the members of

the ejido, banks got full control over the most important economic decisions

and particularly over the use of loaned money. In order to secure repayment,

banks were interested in the results of production, in efficient and suc

cessful farming by debtors. Sometimes the banks sent their own spe-

cialists to help organize the most profitable production or to organize

marketing of products and some money was advanced to producers. In fact,

ejidos could be regarded as large holdings operated by banks.

Cooperative ejidos were nost successful in regions of specialized

and market-oriented agricultural production, where the former plantations

were operated like businesses and could not be divided among families with-

out damaging the whole operation. In the cotton producing region of North

Mexico (La Laguna) and in the Yucatan peninsula, where the production for

market was most developed, cooperative ejidos still exist. Their existence

is influenced not only by banks but by marketing firms and processing in-

dustries which prefer to deal with large estates rather than with small

commodity producers.

Of course, not all ejidos had such relations with banks as described

above, and not all of them were created on the basis of specialized and



market-oriented plantations. The majority of the ejidos did not accept

any collective forms of farming. In 1960, there were- .18,699 eJidos in

Mexico (with about 1.5 million members). Only 2.3 percent of them were

collective ejidos (431, with 329,000 members). Even in cooperative eJidos,

elements of collective farming were not very well developed and only in

281 (ca. 20,000 members) did collective farming include animal production.

All cooperative ejidos had formal agreements with banks. Banks, of course,

did have some contacts with ejidos where land was distributed among families

and farming was individual. About 5,300 ejidos had relations with the

Ejido Banco and in eJidos with individual farming, members were organized

into credit cooperatives.

Since all cooperative ejidos were in fact subordinated to the bank,

a simplified model of farming could be described in the following way:

production plans were prepared by elected management, in collaboration

with the bank or rather with specialists employed by the bank; the plans

were accepted by the bank; the management organized the work, but the

bank inspectors supervised the financial side of the operation. In ejidos

where collective farming was not fully established, the collective work

existed in only a few operations, like plowing or spraying the fields.

Some mechanical equipment was, however, commonly owned and used. Sometimes

land was consolidated for production of given crops and in such cases the

work on the field was collective. In ejidos with a high level of coopera-

tion, all the work on the fields was jointly performed, and anim'al produc-

tion was also collective. A member of such an ejido held privately only

his house and sometimes a small kitchen or garden plot, which was not used

for production for the market.
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Banks organized the marketing of the produce of these eJidos and banks

paid the producers some money as an advance on their projected income.

This money came to be regarded as a salary by members of ejidos. The

results were computed annually. Part was paid to the bank; part was devoted

to collective investment, with all such decisions about investment made

by the general assembly; and the rest was divided among members in pro-

portion to their contribution of work. In eJidos where collective farming

was limited to one branch of production, this system was much simpler:

there was no need to distribute common money or produce because there

were no common results of work. In some cooperative or collective ejidos,

only part of the income was divided according to the contribution of work,
the remainder being equally distributed. In some cooperative ejidos, members

sent hired workers to till collective fields and worked only on their pri-

vate plots.

The process of disintegration of cooperative ejidos began some time

ago and is still going on. In the 1930s the number of cooperative ejidos

was much higher; government policy provided many privileges for collective

farms; and banks were much more active in this field. The majority of

eJidos eventually abandoned the principle of collective farming. Sometimes

on a former large cooperative farm a few smaller group farms were estab-

lished. The changes in the political situation, political differences

between members of ejidos, conflicts between different groups united by

family or neighborly ties, the dissatisfaction of most active members who

did not like to depend on group work--all these phenomena influenced the

decline in the number of cooperative eJidos. The most important problem

was the problem of "just" reward for work and egalitarian tendencies which

weakened the role of economic incentives and in consequence the productivity



of collective farms. Some elements of joint operation are, however, still

existing. Credit groups, some group contracts with marketing firms and

processing industries, some service cooperatives, etc., create new semi-

organized production units, despite the fact that production is based on

single family farming. Communal ownership of land, other elements of Joint

ownership, and collective work (or mutual assistance) still exist. In

general, cooperative ejidos should be regarded as a stage in the trans-

formation of semifeudal haciendas into new units composed of family farms

unified by some cooperatives, such as credit and marketing cooperatives,

but acting as independent producers. Highly specialized and market-oriented

plantations which continued to operate as large units will probably remain

as collective farms controlled by the state and by such large economic

organizations as banks.

Kolkhoz: Collectivization started in the Soviet Union in 1927. Imme-

diately after the revolution, particularly between 1917 and 1919, the

dominant form of collective farm was the commune. Communes were ideolo-

gical groups created by former agricultural laborers. As in kibbutzim,

in communes ownership (land was nationalized during the revolution), pro-

duction, and consumption were collective. After 1921, the number of communes

significantly declined but on the eve of collectivization in 1927 1,800

remained.

The other form of collective far-a, which slowly increased in number,

was the artel. They numbered about 8,000 in 1927. In the artel, the domi-

nant parts of the means of production were collectively owned. Each member,

however, kept his own house, a small plot of land, and a few animals.

Each member was obliged to work for a given time on the collective land,

but had tine for working on his own plot as well. The results of work

-M16-
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in artels were distributed according to the quantity and quality of work.

Usually produce, not money, was distributed. Only part of the production

was sold in the market, more often going directly to the marketing coopera-

tives or to the state. Artels were created mainly by landless and poor

peasant families, partly on their own land (ca. 30 percent of the land

came from members) and partly on the land received from the state.

The third form of collective farm was the Association for Collective

Work on the Land (TOZ). Means of production were owned individually;
each family kept its land; some work was done collectively, particularly

work with state-owned tractors, and part was done by the family on its own

fields. Animal production was fully private. The results of production

belonged to the families.

The reasons for the sudden decision to collectivize Soviet agriculture

are today the object of discussion among economists, historians, and socio-

logists, even in the Soviet Union. There is no doubt that there was no
single reason, but many, and that the political reasons probably directly

influenced the decision. But the economic situation of the Soviet Union

at that time is pointed out by some analysts as the most important reason.

Underdeveloped to begin with and destroyed by war and revolution, the indus-

trial sector was not able to meet demands; hence, there were no incentives

for farmers to sell their products. They preferred to keep them as the

best form of capital, or the best means of security. An ambitious program

of industrialization, mass migration from rural areas to the industrial

centers, and the needs of the export sector to buy modern technical equip-

ment all required the Strong control of prices (particularly of food) and

other measures to supply the industrial and export centers with agricul-

tural products. As agricultural producers were not inclined to sell their



produce, and it was not possible to extract the production via market

exchange, it was necessary to use noneconomic measures to control the pro-

ducers, their investments, their resources, and their consumption, and to

extract all surplus from agriculture. Collectivization is seen by these

analysts as the tool to control small commodity producers and to subordinate

them to the program of industrialization which was needed not only for

economic development of the country but also for creation of a military

force sufficient to protect the country and to keep political power in

the hands of its new holders.

Collectivization was enforced "from above" via economic, administra-

tive, and political pressure. Continual aggressive political campaigns,

high taxation of individual farmers, confiscation of crops, searches for

hidden crops, etc.--all these means were used simultaneously and thousands

of party members (industrial workers, officers of the army, etc.) were

sent to rural areas with the task of collectivizing the peasants by any

means. The peasants opposed collectivization, some in an active way via

rebellions which were easily suppressed by the army, but the majority in

a passive way by slaughtering livestock, hiding seeds, refusing to go out
to work or working slowly. This resistance created serious economic dif-

ficulties and collectivization was stopped for a short period. Methods

became more rational and less harsh, and collectivization was completed

in 1931.

The artel was chosen as a model for obligatory collective farming

and other forms (communes, TOZ) were transformed into artels, most often

contrary to the wishes of members. The new form took the general name

of kolkhoz, an abbreviation of kollektivnoJ chaziaj stwo, or collective



economy. In general, the kolkhoz united small, individually held family

plots, usually intensively cultivated, with collective holdings. The means

of production were collectively owned, with the exceptions of the nationalized

land, and of tractors and other heavy machinery, which until 1954 were in

the possession of the state machinery stations (MTS). The kolkhoz was

obliged to deliver a stipulated amount of production to the state; these

products were sold at much lower prices than they could have commanded

on the private market. Other portions of the production went to the MTS

as a remuneration for the work of farm machinery. Money mainly went into

obligatory investments. Portions went to special social funds, with a

percentage of net production being set for each fund. What remained was

distributed among members according to quantity and quality of work, measured

in day/units--trudodien, a day of work. Managers usually received two

such units for 8 hours of work, tractor operators about 1.6 for plowing

a set area, etc. The economic plans were prepared by management but all

important elements--obligatory delivery, payment for MTS, etc.--were deter-

mined by state agencies. All plans and all major decisions, in fact,

required the approval of the state authorities, and the governmental bank

had full control over the financial side of the activity of the kolkhoz.

The economic and organizational model of the kolkhoz is in the Pro-

cess of permanent change* The changes became very frequent after 1954.

Kolkhozes received the right to possess heavy machinery, and the MTS are

now Just service stations. The economic incentives--prices, supply of

attractive produce, etc.--have been increased. In the new (1969) model

constitution for kolkhOzes, a system of wages was introduced which changed

the whole accounting system. Wages are now part of the costs of produc-

tion, hence a minimal level of income is guaranteed, while before wages
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as such did not exist at all and income depended entirely on what remained

after all obligatory subtractions. In some experiments, kolkhozes were

united into bigger agricultural-industrial units (agrogorod); in others,

they were allowed economic independence. In a few experiments, attempts

were made to reduce the role of individual plots and to bring kolkhozes

closer to the state farms (sovkhozes). In others, the role of self-

management was stressed, and the family plot was declared a *very important

element of collective farming. In a few experiments, fields and mechanical

equipment were given to groups (zveno) for longer periods and such groups

were remunerated by a part of production, giving them an interest in the

results of production. As such groups very often are, in fact, organized

on the basis of the family (like in Hungary), this experiment means the

introduction into collective farming of the principle of family farming.

There is now a wide variety of organizational forms of kolkhozes in

the Soviet Union. They vary depending on region, on specialization of pro-

duction, and on internal and external pressures, which differ sharply in

different parts of the country. There are kolkhozes similar to state

farms; kolkhozes with some tendencies to revert to communes; and kolkhozes

which can really be described as aggregates of individual family farms.

In this last case, intensive production is concentrated on family plots.

Cash income is usually not very large, because the members prefer to take

their salaries in kind. The members of such a kolkhoz could be regarded

as part-time farmers: they possess individual farms, small but very inten-

sive and important as a source of cash income, and they also work outside

on a collective farm. (As part-time farming is now widely accepted by the

governent, industrial workers could acquire small plots of land and pro-

duce food for their families or fror the market. )
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The growing industrialization of the Soviet Union, and the necessary

reorientation of industry towards consumer and agricultural needs, gives
new opportunities to increase the significance of economic incentives.

At the same time, such incentives are limited by the system of obligatory

deliveries; without tajor changes in the general economic system, these

incentives will not give satisfactory results. The rise of the cultural

level of Soviet peasants, together with the rise of modern technology,
will gradually increase agricultural production, But most important to

such increases will be the emergence of peasants as an active force putting

into practice the principles of self-management and demanding further

changes in the socio-economic system.

Two forms of collective farm will probably emerge: the specialized

farms, With structures very similar to state farms, operating under the

direct supervision of gover mental specialists; and the aggregate of small

family farms unified by a collective farm producing raw agricultural mater-
ials. Without governmental and administrative pressure, however, no col-

lective farms would exist. If policy were to change, the reemergence of

family farming is very probable (this is not true in Czechoslovakia or

East Germany where the revival of family farming is no longer possible).

If policy remains the same, the state-farm type of kolkhoz will gradually

become dominant in Soviet agriculture. In this type of farm some elements

of cooperative organization remain, particularly the participation of workers
in decision-making and the sharing of net income.

GAEC (Groupement Agricole d 'Exploitation en Commun): In contrast

to members of' communes in the USSR and to ideologically motivated members

of kibbutzim, French farmers were motivated to collectivism mainly by

economic advantages of large operation. But political influence was not



without significance. GAECs were created by, or at least devised by,

the organization of Catholic farmers (Jeunesse Agricole Catholique).

The rise of competitiveness in French markets put many family farms in

a very difficult position. In order to increase income, or even to keep

the rural family's standard of living on the same level, it was necessary
to modernize technology,, lower the costs of production, and use capital

in more efficient and rational ways. Such goals required enlarged scales

of operation.

GAECs are not very numerous, but their number increased rapidly from

ca. 60 in 1965 to about 2,000 in 1970. Usually a GAEC does not unify many

farmers. About 90 percent of them are groups of two, three, or four farmers

(46 percent unifying only two farmers) and members usually come from the

same family (ca. 63 percent). Not all GAECs fully integrate two or more

farms: nearly 15 percent unify only one branch of production, with the

other branches remaining individually operated. In such collective farms,

that part most specialized and market-oriented is usually integrated, while

the other parts are oriented more towards subsistence needs of the family.

The members of a GAEC can only be farmers and their number may not

exceed ten. According to the juridical prescriptions, all members shoAd

personally participate in the work. Owners may contribute by their pos-

session of means of production and by labor, tenants by their labor and

capital, and landless workers by their work. The contributions of members

can actually be transformed into commnon ownership (usually of mechanical

equipment) or can only be loaned to GAFO (e.g., land and buildings).

Minimum capital to organize a GAEC is 10, 000 francs (about $135 2,000).

Income is distributed according to contributions of work, capital,

and land. Wages of members working in the GAEC are included in the costs



of production; they can be neither lower than legal minimum wages, nor

higher than six times the minimum wage.

All members participate in decision-making. As the number of members

is limited to ten, the general assembly works in quite an informal way

and members frequently discuss problems. One general assembly per year

is legally required to elect the manager. Each member has a number of

votes proportional to his participation in the GAEC as measured by capital,

land, and work.

The GAEC is usually linked with other cooperatives--machinery ser-

vices (CUMAA), credit cooperatives, marketing and processing cooperatives,

etc. In this respect, the GAEC is closely related to all forms of vertical

integration in agriculture. Some support usually comes from agricultural

organizations (e.g., consultation with specialists) and from the govern-

ment.

As ownership of land in France is usually separated from the use of

land, only 44 percent of land in GAECs came from members; the rest is rented

from its oiomers. The average size of GAEC farms is quite large--ca. 137

ha. in 1970--and is still growing, Production is higher than on family

farms of the same size and the average income of members is about half

again as high as that of nonmembers. Usually GAECs hire workers only in

the harvest season, but at least 10 percent of the farms have permanent

workers as well, which is strongly criticized by ideologists of the move-

ment.

The requirement that all members of a GAEC participate equally in

production is very often too difficult to fulfill because on a farm of

typical size, structure of production, and level of technology, large

amounts of manpower are only needed at peak seasons. Also, many members
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of GAECs prefer not to participate in work, but to contribute their shares

as rent for land and interest for capital. There is a tendency, therefore,

for the transformation of GAECs into businesses with shared ownership of

land and capital but with a single operator. In this sense, GAECs can be

considered a way to larger, more rationally organized holdings, but they

do not have much to do with'a cooperative. In comparison to nonagricultural

businesses or to family farms in agriculture, the GAEC is a very unstable

form, sensitive to the equilibrium of such interpersonal relations as

mutual trust, which is not very common in industrialized societies. The

decision to Withdraw land or capital is very common, particularly with

changes of generation. Of course, GAECs have existed. for too short a time

to say anything definite about them, but without new organizational solu-

tions which could secure them more independence from changing interpersonal

relations, one may be very skeptical about their future.

The description of these four selected forms of collective farms has

allowed us to reject the idea that collective farming is a homogeneous

phenomenon. In fact, each form should be regarded as the response of a

particular group to a particular circumstance. We cannot say that there

exists one basic pattern for collective farms, nor can we say that each

farm is so different that no generalization is possible. What is needed,

therefore, is a typology of collective farms which will allow us to formu-

late hypotheses eligible for empiric verification. The typology presented

here is an attempt to provide such a tool. As a starting point for this

typology, we asked: who are the members of the collective farm and what

were the goals of the organizers. We will try now to describe the different

organizational models of collective farms.
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ORGANIZATIONAL FFATURES OF COLLECTIVE FARMING

A number of different features could be taken as criteria for describing

the different organizational models of collective farms. I have chosen.two:

1) joint ownership or use of land and of other means of agricultural pro-

duction, and 2) joint work or, more generally, joint farming because it

includes both production work and decision-making.

Joint OwnershifLand

Access to land can be secured in a number of ways. One way is out-

right ownership by an individual or group (extended family, kinship group,

tribe, community or local group, etc.). Another way is by lease from a

private owner, group, organization, or the state, with or without payment.

Collective farms may use either or both of these ways to acquire land.

For example, a collective farm could receive part of the land from its mem-

bers, part from the state with or without payment, and part from rental

agreements. In effect, we are describing here forms of ownership. For
example, a collective farm could acquire land from its members; the land

was privately owned in the past, but it is transformed into collective own-

ership and can no longer be given back to the members who contributed it.

All land to which a collective farm has access can be used in a collective

way, while part could be given to members for individual use. All these

forms of access to land create a large number of potential combinations,

and in a particular country these features have different significance de-

pending on regulations limiting the control of land. For example, land

might be privately owned but without the power to alienate, or land could

be legally nationalized though it had been used for centuries by peasant
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families who, while they joined the collective farm, still regarded the land

as their own.

All that can be said about land applies equally well to other means

of agricultural production--buildings, machines and tools, livestock, irri-

gation, etc. Usually when collective farms have existed for a long time,-

all basic means of production are owned collectively if legal restrictions

do not exclude some means (like tractors and combines in USSR until 195h)

from communal ownership.

All forms of ownership of or access to land and other means of agricul-

tural production are strongly influenced by the preexisting land tenure

system and by the prevailing socio-economic system. In turn, the kind of

ownership strongly influences the other organizational features of the col-

lective farm--distribution of income, interpersonal relations within the
membership, external tias with the state, governmental agencies, institu-

tions, groups,-etc. But we can rank all these forms on a continuum according

to increasing socialization of ownership. At the beginning of the continuum,

we would have the individual farmer along with some forms of-collective

ownership or use of land or other means of production; in the middle, we

would have the situation where the major part of the means of production

is jointly possessed or used, but part of the means of production are pri-

vately held; at the upper end, we would have -the situation where all means

of production are jointly possessed or used. Here, however, a problem arises
concerning nationalized ownership. This can be regarded as the final or

highest form of socialization, but as it is usually administered by. the

state or state agency, it is not regarded as "socialized" by the• group of

direct producers. Whether or not it can truly be called socialized depends
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on the character of the state and on the extent of real democratic parti-

cipation in decision-making by producers.

Sociali zation of Work

The second criterion for describing the different organizational models

of collective farms is the degree of socialization of work. Here again,

two questions arise. First, what percentage of the work potential of mem-

bers of the collective farm is used on the collective farm, as opposed to

the part which is used for individual production or work outside agricul-

ture,. Situations exist where the members work individually on their farms

and only do some particular kind of work like plowing jointly; other situa-

tions exist where members of the collective farm work mainly on the farm

but also on their individual plots (9 some cases, e.g., Soviet kolkhozes,

members are obliged to work 200 or more days on the collective farm in or-

der to keep their membership rights) and sometimes also in industry or a
village handicraft cooperative. The second question regarding the sociali-

zation of work concerns the percentage of work on the collective farm per-

formed by members and that done by hired workers. Even in some kibbutzim

(Gvat Brenner for instance), very specialized work or work in processing

industries owned by the collective is performed by hired personnel. Some-

times in East European countries, in the Soviet Union, and in China special

brigades are formed of urban dwellers, students, or soldiers to help collec-

tive farmers during harvest. The extent to which this is really voluntary

work is not important in the context of this paper; the important thing

is that it is work coming from the outside which can not be regarded as

hired labor because it is not, legally speaking, paid for by the collective

farm. The work of MTS was paid for by the kolkhozes and hence was really
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hired work, but the .work of outsiders during the harvest is not. This ex-

ternal work may be absolutely necessary for the continued functioning of

collective farms, particularly in countries where there is a lack of man-

power in agriculture and the agricultural age structure (Czechoslovakia,

East Germany) is very unfavorable. Although managers of collective farms

very often complain that such external workers cost much more than hired

workers (work accidents, crop damage, etc. ), the fact is that in some coun-

tries collective farms could not exist without external work.

Again we can propose here a continuum of individual and joint work

in different forms of collective farming. At the lower end of this con-

tinuum, we will have different forms of mutual assistance, then a rising

proportion of joint work in the whole production process, culminating in

a situation where members of the collective farm are working only on it.

Hired and volunteer work are not included in this continuum.

Work on the collective farm can also be seen from another point of

view. The question is to what extent the work is organized on the collec-
tive farm as the work of families. The family is the basic production team

on a peasant farm. The family is very often used as the unit of work on

large holdings. For example, in feudal estates families worked together

on the fields of landlords. On many collective farms, eog., in Hungary,

the family is the basic unit in the organization of production. A family

receives a piece of land in the collective fields and works on its plot

with collective equipment. The family keeps part of the results of pro-

duction of this field and gives part to the collective farm. In opposition

to sUch a traditional organization of wzork, we can use the example of a fac-

tory where it could happen that the husband, wife, and children are employed.

The fact that they belong to the same family has nothing to do with their
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production roles, which depend on their physical and intellectual abilities

and skills. We can again construct here a continuum from work organized

on the principle of family farming towards work organized as the special-

ized output of individuals.

We can say now that the two continua introduced--that of socialization

of access or control over the means of production and that of socialization

of work are strongly related to each other. A higher level of socializa-

tion of use, possession, or control of the means of production implies a

higher level of socialization of work. We cannot describe one of these

two variables as more important because the relationship between them is

reciprocal. It is not only true that the socialization of the means of

production implies or even requires socialization of work, but it is also

true that socialization of work implies or more often requires the sociali-

zation of possession of means of agricultural production. There are two

continua, but expressed as two lines they are coming closer and closer and
eventually coming together in the "higher forms" of socialization, both

of means of production and of work. Graphically the two continua can be

represented as follows:

Socialization of ownership

/ Socialization of work

//



These observations apply as well to all fields of economic activity,

not only production but marketing, processing, and transportation.

All these economic activities, performed in the past by individual farmers,

are today penetrated by the process of socialization in two ways: l) they

are absorbed by the general economic system, so that in many countries

marketing or processing, for example, are now fully separated from the

economic activity of farmers, who are more and more specialized producers;

2) what was formerly the task of individual farmers becomes organized as

a group or cooperative activity, e.g., consumer and farmer cooperatives,

credit cooperatives, processing cooperatives, storage cooperatives, and

so on.

The socialization of farmers' economic activities does not, however,

necessarily go together with collective farming. It depends on the extent

to which these economic activities were separated from farming before so-/

cialization. In countries where marketing cooperatives or processing coop-

eratives existed, collective farms are usually in close contact with them

and concentrate their own efforts on production. But in many countries

such division of labor was not known or was not well advanced. Marketing,

processing, etc., were among the activities performed by the peasants them-

selves. In such a situation, collective farms must perform all these func-

tions, and joint economic activities or jointly organized services should

be ranked in the continuum which is related to the socialization of work.

In speaking about these continua, one restriction is necessary. They

are often regarded as articulations of a process of spontaneous social

transformation. The mutual assistance groups, marketing cooperatives, and

some forms of communal ownership are regarded as the first step in the trans-

formation of traditional peassnt agricnlturc into collective farming. In

-30-
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general, the lower, or simpler, forms of agricultural cooperation are ex-

pected spontaneously to transform themselves into collective farms, i.e.,

into higher forms of agricultural cooperation. It is'true that each form
has its own dynamic mechanism or potential for transformation. For example,

we might expect that the participation of hired or fully employed personnel

in consumer cooperatives will grow, and that locally oriented cooperatives

will transform themselves into larger, nationwide organizations,1controlling

or even monopolizing some field of economic activity. But spontaneous trans-

formation of "simple forms" of cooperation into collective farms has never

been observed. Quite the contrary, these forms of mutual assistance and

of communal ownership of land are usually relics of traditional, precapi-

talistic farming based on the cohesion of local village communities and,

with disintegration of such communities, these relics gradually disappear.

It is true that in some countries all these simple forms wtere transformed

into higher forms, but this was not a spontaneous process. TOZ in the

Soviet Union, mutual assistance groups in China, communal property in devel-

oping countries--all these forms were used as the first step for collecti-

vization. They facilitated collectivization and they were used to habituate

farmers to the idea of collective farming, but they never transformed spon-

taneously into collective farms. Our continuum is not an articulation of

a process, then, but is just a typology of existing forms ranked according)

to the increase :of a certain variable.

Othr Onizational Features

Until now, we have been speaking about two organizational features--

the relation of people to the means o-P prodiuction, and the relations between

producers in the process of work. These are the basic features included
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in the definition of collective farming. But the collective farm as an

organization can be characterized from other points of view as well. There

are at least three other organizational features which are of special impor-

tance: 1) the system of management and decision-making; 2) the system of

distribution of outputt 3) the system of organization of consumption.

In speaking of a system of management, I am not limiting the discussion

to the participation of members in planning and decision-making. The most

common contrast described is that between decisions made by a whole member-

ship (general assembly) and those made by hired specialists or even by elected

management, i e., management which has become specialized in its organiza-

tional function and keeps its dominant position in decision-making. There

are different ways to secure democratic management, e.g., obligatory rotation

of all positions of management. But, as we saw in the example of the kib-

butzim, a legal system itself is not enough to secure real democracy; the

special preparation of members is necessary before they can participate

competently, if at all. There are instances of legally constituted demo-

cratic management, like in Yugoslavia, where the producers are not competent

to take part in decision-making. They sit silently in the general assembly,

listening to what specialists say, sometimes even not understanding it.

Thus, not only the degree of membership participation is important in des-

cribing the system of management. We must know as well the type of manage-

ment--elected by members, nominated by authorities, hired specialists (some-

times depending on the external institutions)--and what kind of decisions

such management can take. If the amount of obligatory deliveries, prices,

system of marketing, financial control, etc., are decided by the state author-

ities, the management of a collective has no more decisions to make than

the management of state-owned enterprises. Management can only decide how
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to divide people into working teans, ho-r to divide the general tasks into

concrete production operations, how to control the performance of producers,

and how to solve social tensions between members or between management and

producers. We conclude then that existing systems of management cannot

be placed on a single continuum, but must be viewed in conjunction with

basic typology and basic organizational features of collective farms and

with the connections to the general socio-economic and political systems.

Systems of management do, of course, express the existing conflicts and

difficulties in collective farms. If they are analyzed together with

other basic features of collective farms and interpreted in the context

of global socio-economic systems, systems of management are among the

most important organizational features of collective farming.

Another important organizational feature is the distribution of out-

put in the collective farm. There are systems of equal distribution among

families or individuals, and of unequal distribution according to contri-

buted land, capital, and work, The ideal of equality is present in all

collective farms, but its meaning is different depending on the type of

collective farm we are speaking about and the nature of its members.

The third idea of equality enlarges the meaning of contribution and

can be expressed as "equal reward or remuneration for equal contribution,"

with contribution measured in terms of land, capital, and performance of

w0ork. This idea of equality corresponds to the social situation of petty

commodity producers--farmers or peasants--and can be accepted as just

if the membership of a collective farm is composed of such a group. Of

course, this idea of equality accepts preexisting inequalities and continues

them on the collective farm.



The extreme and most sophisticated meaning of equality is "to each

according to his needs" but this idea usually cannot be put into practice

because no collective can afford it. The realization of this ideal must,

therefore, be limited to the benefits which are in abundance, or to equal

access to benefits which cannot be distributed For other benefits, equal

distribution could literally mean that everyone gets the same portion

(modified to some extent by needs) or it could mean "equal reward for

equal work." This idea of equality, hovever, creates conflicts because

it is quite impossible to say that one man s work is equal to another's.,

In effect, then, inequalities among members are created which can only be

accepted by members who are oriented towards economic and not ideological

values.

The last of the most important organizational features is the organi-

zation of consumption. In speaking about consumption, I have in mind mate-

rial consumption only, but this concept could be extended to cultural con-

sumption as well--organization of recreation, for example. All varieties

of organization of consumption fall somewvhere between strictly individual

consumption in family households and organized social consumption, fami-

lies living in the same building, preparing food for the group and sharing

it, sharing individual property with or without any exceptions, organizing

all recreational time, etc. This extreme form is very rare, but in many

collective farms consumption as well as production is socialized. These

kimds of collective farms are usually called "communes." Socialization of

consumption affects, of course, the syTstem of distribution. To the extent

to w¢hich consumption is° shared, distribution is not needed. Distribution

affects only benefits which are consumed by single families (houses) or

individuals (clothes). In the majority of kibbutzim,? for example,



consumption is basically socialized, meaning that the common kitchen pre-

pares food for the whole group and everybody comes to meals at the same

place or carries his meals home. Houses are owned by the'kibbutz but

individually used by the families; clothes, or coupons for clothes, are

distributed equally according to particular needs and are individually

possessed.
Together with consumption, the fulfillment of some other individual

needs could be organized in a social way--medical care, education, and

general care of children and aged persons. In extreme cases, the commune

acts like a family and all functions performed by the family are organized

and performed by the group. Of course, those social functions important

for all members of the group or connected with the ideology motivating

such a group--religious ceremonies, political meetings, military training,

etc.--are organized by the group, as are all other social events, weddings,

holidays, etc.

We are speaking here only about the most important organizational

features. Collective farms could be described in a more detailed way using

many more organizational features or dimensions, but I am interested here

only in basic socio-economic characteristics. To bring closer organizational

variety of collective farming and the continuum of socialization proposed

here, I will list some examples of different forms, mainly from East Europe,

moving from more simple forms towards more complex, higher forms of col-

lective farming.

Simple and Complex Forms of Collective Farming

The simpler forms are of two kinds. First, there are relics of tradi-

tional village life, forms of mutual assistance, forms of communal or village
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owmership, and in some countries forms of ownership by the extended family.

To such forms belonged Russian obszczima, a form of communal or village

ownership of land which was periodically divided between families (ca.

once every seven years) equally or according to the size of the family.
In Yugoslavia, there was zadruga, which was a form of ownership by a kinship

group. In Ethiopia and in parts of Africa, one finds desarist, a kind of

communal ownership of land or extended family ownership of land which still

exists. In Europe, these forms disappeared completely except for some

remote parts of East European countries, particularly in the mountains,

where communal ownership of grazing land, forest, etc., still exists.

The second kind of simple form of cooperation is that associated with

technological development. Very often single families could not afford to

buy tractors or other pieces of heavy mechanical equipment, so neighbor

groups buy and use them in sequence or together with some-kind of Jointly

organized work. Usually, all these forms are informal. They do not have

any written status, but members know exactly what the rules are and how

they Change with the accumulation of experience. In a sense, it is possi-

ble to speak about a revival of group ownership and group work which has

been stimulated by socio-economic and particularly technical development.

As the next step on the continuum, we may put the marketing, credit,

or consumer cooperatives, which usually organize the services and economic

activity of farmers, excluding production in an exact sense. It is inter-

esting to note that quite recently some of these cooperatives (like those

in Yugoslavia) have begun not only to perform important functions in verti-

cal int.egration (contracts for production, ...processing, marketing) but are

penetrating more and more into the area of production. I have here in mind

so-called "?coproduction"-cooertiv use of the land of private farmers
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who are paid in part by produce and in part by cash wages for their work.

All kinds of production services--plant protection, spraying, sometimes

work in plowing, cultivating, or harvesting--performed by cooperatives af-

fect the individual producer. A more developed example of such a kind of

organization is the Israeli moshav where the land is owned by the coopera-

tive and distributed equally among members; basic production work is or-

ganized as group work or is performed by the cooperative; tractors, com-

bines, and heavy mechanical equipment are owned by the cooperative; the

cooperative markets all produce and, if necessary, also has some processing

establishments; and all monetary transactions are performed by the coopera-

tive, which also has its own bank. The moshav is supposed to be a success-

ful economic organization of family farms integrated by cooperative rela-

tions to a larger group., Very close to this kind of organization are tem-

porary cooperatives--land settlement cooperatives in England, collective

or cooperative farms organized after land reform in Italy, settlement coop-

erative farms in Poland organized on regained territories after World War

II, settlement cooperatives in Ceylon, etc. This kind of cooperative farming

is supposed to last only for a determined period and to help new settlers,

or people who receive land from land reform, to overcome the first diffi-

culties and to prepare them for family farming. In such cases, some forms

of group ownership may remain and some services may remain as organized

by the cooperative, but the famly works individually and even during its

period of collective work is accumulating capital for its own farm.

To this kind of cooperative farming, though less developed than the

Israeli moshav, belongs the TOZ in the Soviet Union, the so-called collec-

tive farms of type I and type lb in Poland (where the cooperative helps

only in private family farming), and collective farming in one field of



production united with individual farming in other fields of production.

In all these kinds of cooperative farming, or partly collective farming,

the principle of family farming dominates.

Next on the continuum are integral cooperative farms, the simplest

forms of which are GAEC and former Bulgarian cooperative farms where profit

is distributed according to contribution of land, capital, and work. Here

collective ownership and work are dominant, but such farms can be treated

as agreements between unequal partners who do not want to lose anything

that they once possessed. Some organizational featurer of family farming

can be maintained at this stage. Particularly in Hungarian cooperative

farming, the principle of family farming is still maintained both in the

form of an individual family plot and in the organization of production

work.

As the next step on the continuum, we could put the kolkhoz. The

level of socialization of ownership and work is much higher--the land is

nationalized, the equipment is collectively owned, and collective work is

supposed to be dominant. Some social services are organized by the kolkhoz

but consumption remains individual and small individual farming remains in

the form of individual plots. As we said before, the opposition between

collective and individual farming within the kolkhoz expresses itself in

intensified cultivation of the individual plot.

When speaking about kolkhozes, we must point out that the participation

of a larger organization--.the state---is very extensive, especially in manage-

ment. Members of kolkhozes can be called on to perform some national or

regional tasks---construct roads, help in construction of industrial plants,

etc. This is even more true when we speak about Rumanian and Bulgarian

cooperative farms, which are organized in larger units within the whole
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administrative structure; they are much more subordinated to central admin-

istration and the sense of a collective is much weaker. It is difficult

to say the same things about lack of collective attitudes in Chinese com-

munes, but they are also organized into larger units and are called on to

perform general industrial, construction, and military functions. The in-

fluence of the state is much more obvious in Cuban collective farms, which

are subordinated to central planning and central administration. This pro-

blem, the penetration of colledtive farming by a larger organization, par-

ticularly by the central administration of the state, needs a separate analy-

sis.

The last group of collective farms on the continuum, the extreme group,

includes communes, where both production and consumption are socialized,

and very often other fields of social life are organized as group activi-

ties. In these extreme forms we find the group family and in fact the

transformation of single families into one large group family is the logical

consequence of the ideal of collective life. This extreme form is, how-

ever, very rare because monogamic marriage and the single family have be-

come over time a universal and basic form of social life. The full sociali-

zation of life in collectives requires that individuals sacrifice their

individuality and only very strongly motivated individuals are able to do

that. The experiences of recent generations, where many attempts have

been made in order to secure the richest expression of individuality in

collectives by means of extreme socialization of property, work, consump-

tion, leisure, etc., should not be neglected. The idea that individuals

can best maintain and express their own personality only in collectivity

is very attractive and surely will not disappear in the future.
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The analysis of different organizational models is usually undertaken

so as to be able to say which is most advantageous. But as we said before,

the best model for reaching ideological goals of some kind is different

from that needed to maximize profit or prepare for individual farming.

The goals of collective farms must, therefore, be taken into account.

Collective farms are placed within given socio-economic, cultural, and

political systems, and in different natural conditions. The organization-

al model which is good for one set of conditions may be completely absurd

in another: maximization of economic profit may be fine for collective

farms set within a system of competitive markets; in a planned economy

the idea of maximizing profit would make no sense at all. To speak of-

prospects for collective farming, therefore, we must have typologies of

collective farms according to their stated goals, the various continua
of organizational models of collective farms, and at least simplified typo-

logies of social, economic, cultural, and political conditions as well.
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COLLECTIVE FARMING AID GLOBAL STRUCTURES

I will speak here only briefly about natural conditions, because their

influence on the emergence and organization of collective farming is evi-

dent. Some natural conditions can be very stimulating for collective

farming, conditions, for example, which require large and expensive invest-

ments to start farming--irrigating desert land, draining swamps, clearing

jungle, preparing virgin land for farming, etc. Some natural conditions

may be favorable for collective farming because modern technology can be

efficiently used (tractors on the plains) while in others the technology

cannot be used at all, or at least not advantageously (mountains). Each

structure of production, which depends partly on natural conditions, creates

unique possibilities and/or difficulties for collective farming. In East

European countries, for example, it is much easier to socialize production

of crops which are produced only for market (oil plants, sugar beets, etc.)

and not for individual consumption. It is usually easier to organize plant

production than animal production and production of corn than that of grapes,

especially if the farmer produces wine for himself as well. But the in-

fluence of natural conditions is only part of the explanation of these

relative difficulties. Socialization of vineyards may be more difficult

than socialization of corn fields because grapes are usually grown on s.=0ll
plots and require individualized care, which can more easily be don' under

family farming than under collective farming. But other factors are oper-

ating here too, like old production habits, family needs, etc. In these

situations, cultural, social, and economic conditions are acting toge ther

with natural conditions and creating special obstacles to or a favorable

setting for collective farming.



When I speak about social conditions, I am including a number of types.

I am speaking first about socio-economic systems, which create different

incentives for the economic activity of collective farming and different

facilities or difficulties for that activity. Secondly, I am speaking

about socio-political systems, which create different privileges for or

obstacles to cooperative farming and subordinate it to various political

doctrines. Thirdly, I am speaking about socio-cultural conditions, i.e.,

different systems of values and different norms of behavior and cultural

habits.

Collective Farms and Socio-Economic Systems

It will be useful to distinguish two socio-economic systems, using

as the criterion the relationship between consumption and production.

We could call the first system an interactive system: the behavior of

consumers directly rewards or punishes the producers. When the producer

delivers products which are needed or desired by consumers, at prices which

are acceptable to them, he will sell his products and be rewarded by pro-

fits. If his production does not meet the needs of a clientele and if

the price is not acceptable in comparison to other prices or to the hier-

archy of needs, he is punished by not being able to sell his products and

get his profit. The behavior of consumers can be manipulated to some ex-
tent by producers. Commercials, monopolistic prices, creation of new needs,

fashions, etc.s--all these are different tools for manipulation of consumers.
Even more important is the general system of values--consumption is seen

as a symbol of social status or as the source of a universally accepted

meaning of happiness. The system of values is an expression of an economic

system which can function only by developing new needs. Manipulation of



consumers can be more or less efficient, but the general principle of such

an economic system is based on the interaction between consumers and pro-

ducers. This interaction operates via the market and the consumer is the

central person in the whole functional relationship.

The second type of socio-economic system we could call a directive

system. It has no direct interaction between producers and consumers.

The distribution of goods can be via the market, or the goods can be dis-

tributed directly to consumers for a special bonus as happened during the

war in many European countries. The basic element is that producers are

rewarded or punished by the central steering body, planning committee, or

state for their contribution to fulfillment of the national plan, not for

the acceptance of their production by consumers. Basic goods could be

sold to consumers for money, but some attractive goods could be distributed

not for money but as a special privilege to people especially appreciated

by the steering body--specialists, top managers and administrators, people

fulfulling special important functions in the country like military officers

or police agents. The degree to which producers are isolated from consum-

ers depends, of course, on how the plan is constructed, i.e., whether it

contains only quantitative measures or qualitative measures as well. But

even if everything is planned--kind of production, costs, salaries and num-

ber of workers, standard quality, etc.--the whole system offers many pos-

sibilities to receive rewards for producing goods which were not accepted

by the consumers.

The two systems described above are, of course, simplifications.

First, each has been characterized by only one kind of relationship, and

usually there are other important features as well. For example, in di-

rective systems the production of such means of production as machinery,



new industrial construction, etc., could and usually does have priority

over the production of goods for consumption, reinforcing the relative in-

dependence from the behavior of consumers. Of course, basic consumer goods

must be produced and the consumer cannot easily refuse to buy something

which he needs even if its quality is not satisfactory. But the main reg-

ulator of the directive system is the national plan, and in this plan the

needs of the whole system have a decisive priority. Contrary to the inter-

active system, which is oriented towards increase of consumption, or to

put it more strongly, whose basic condition for continued functioning is

permanent increase of consumption, the directive system keeps consumer

needs at the same level. The other characteristic not mentioned before is

that in directive systems employment, like production, is usually planned

and unemployment is unacceptable. The whole economy must use all potential

manpower, which, if the level of general economic development is low, creates

no incentives for further technical development. As salaries are kept low

to maintain balance with the available supply of goods, there are no real

incentives for increased efficiency. This is not necessarily the conse#-

quence of the basic traits of the directive system, but in reality usually

accompanies them.

Further, both socio-economic systems as described above are ideal

types. In reality, countries with directive socio-economic systems are

introducing more and more elements of interaction between production and

consumption, and countries with *interactive systems are introducing, on

the contrary, more and more elements of direction, especially via inter-

vention of the government in economic life. We have called these systems

directive and interactive, not socialist and capitalist. It is true that

a directive system could be more easily and fully adopted by a country
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where the means of production are nationalized. But, as we see in the

example of Yugoslavia, planning could mean stimulation via the market rather

than by directive orders to producers. The directive system is not parti-

cularly socialistic in itself. Rather, it is characteristic of underdeveloped

countries which try to create the basis for heavy industry by rigorous con-

trol and governmental action. At the same time, the concept of a capital-

ist system, if it involves private ownership of the means of production,

belongs partly to the past because ownership no longer gives one the degree

of control over owned objects it once did. State control continues to

grow and today economic life is more or less efficiently controlled by

governments in their political or national interests. Private ownership

can coexist with the directive system, and capitalist society is in fact

organized in such a way during wars. Socialized ownership can coexist with

interactive systems, on the other hand, but in general the directive sys-

tem is more adequate to a socialized economy and the interactive system

to an economy based on private enterprise.

Now when we speak of collective farms located in these two socio-

economic systems, it is obvious that their real organizational patterns,

systems of functioning, criteria of' success and failure, main social con-

flicts, etc., must be different, and even those organizational models which

look completely identical must somehow be different.

The collective farm in a directive system is included in the planned

economy. The amount of' production which should be delivered is decided

by the central steering body and all investments or purchases of' agricul-

tural means of production are decided as well. The financial plans of'

collective farms must be in accordance with the global national plan as

must be decisions about the amount of' investment goods which will be



produced and how they will be distributed. The plan of a collective farm

could include, for example, the purchase of new tractors for which it has

the money. The purchase could even be approved by natioial planners, but

if the output of tractors is not sufficient to cover all purchases or if

the tractors were sent to another place, the plan of the collective farm

could not be reached. If the country has an international agreement to

exchange products for combines, it could very easily happen that the ex-

change will be based on an over estimate of needs so that the countryg will

receive many more corn combines than were really requested by collective

farms. Instead of the tractors which it needs, the collective farm could

very easily receive corn combines which are of no use because no corn has

been planted. Of course, it is theoretically possible to avoid such mis-

takes, but the examples are taken from current practice. If too many de-

tails must be decided by the central steering body, such mistakes are in-

evitable.

But what is important is that in the light of the planned economy

a great many actions taken by collective farms are meaningless. The prin-

ciple of self-management is granted to all types of collective farms.

In a directed economy, however, all decisions are made centrally in accord-

ance with the global plan and there is simply no place for self-management.

The whole economic activity of collective farms depends on the fulfillment

of plans of other enterprises. The collective farms could produce more

and hence get more money from the government, but what can they do with

this money when the production of other goods is limited? The whole cal-

culation of input and output takes on a new meaning in such a situation,

and it is purely a question of accounting whether the collective farm has

a deficit or not. W¢hat is important is helping to fulfill the national
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plan and all effort, all creativity, is devoted to one purpose--to write

reports which will be accepted by authorities and will earn for the col-

lective farm special rewards from national funds.

In interactive systems all is different. The collective farm must

be competitive--lower its costs of production, increase production, find

buyers, etc. Members must do business to survive. The field is much more

open for economic decisions, but the market is competitive and the risk

is much higher. It is much more difficult to decide what to do with man-

power which is liberated from production by use of cheaper and more effi-

cient technology. The economic conditions require quick effective deci-

sions, and these requirements could create difficulties for really demo-

cratic decision-making processes. Subordination to the market requirements

could create obstacles to truly democratic management.

Nevertheless, the collective farm is in this system the private busi-

ness of its members and it exists as long as its members find this organi-

zational pattern advantageous. On the contrary, in a directive system

collective farm members are much more dependent on the national economy

in their decisions and in consequence feel much less responsibility for

the results of production. The most common attitude is: if the govern-

ment requires good results, the government must give all that is needed to

produce them. The role of manager in such a situation, particularly when

he is elected by members and not nominated by authorities, is very diffi-

cult. Of course, much depends on him. If he is very influential and can

protect his collective farm from too demanding plans, if he can get better

plans, if he can get more from the government and give less, and particu-

larly if he can protect the collective farm from close control by authori-

ties, he is a good manager.



The two socio-economic systems just described are external factors

which determine the functioning of collective farms. In many countries,

however, particularly in developing countries, peasant agriculture cannot

be described in terms of directive or interactive economic systems. It

is usually subsistence agriculture, not oriented towards market production

at all. Both economic systems are for such agriculture something new and

imposed from above. It could be that for peasants in a given country the

interactive system is less familiar than the directive system if, for ex-

ample, they were formerly obliged to give some part of their production

to the landlord. The interactive system could seem too risky to them.

They are not unwilling to produce for the government if they feel they

are under the government's care. In speaking about the two systems, we

should, therefore, see to what extent members of the colliective farm derive

from farmers oriented to producing for the market, or from peasants produc-

ing mainly for their own needs. ,here the latter might be quite happy in

a directive system, the former could find it difficult to adapt to -

All their values seem inadequate within a system where there is no place

for free market competition. The virtues wghJich ere formorly suecessfil

as norms of behavior--calculation of input and output, accumulation of

money, saving, extending business, flexibility in response to market stim-

uli, etc.--are in the new situation meaningless, or at least less impor-

tant.

An ideal situation for new collectives in a directive system occurs

when the collective's members are former land laborers. For them, the

directive system is easy to understand. They leave all economic decisions

to the management and are really interested only in norms of work and in

wages. But such experience and attitudes are not very good for the
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conditions of an interactive system where the members of a collective farm

take all responsibility for decisions. Of course, they could hire a good

manager and trust him, but their situation would then be much the same as

before, only their wages would be higher., Such a situation is, in fact,

the case on some collective farms in Latin American where after land reform

plantations were transformed into collective farms. But in such a situa-

tion, there exists only the potential for democratic management and it will

only be realized by the generation of children who will receive more edu-

cation and more understanding of business.

In an interactive system the best situation is when the collective

farm is organized by former farmers oriented to market conditions and eco-

nomic management. But this is possible only in small groups. The experi-

ence of GAECs shows that in such a case both successful collective farming

and the full realization of democratic management can exist.

But the most common situation in developing countries with interactive

systems is when former peasants, used to subsistence agriculture., are pressed

to transform themselves into collective entrepreneurs. Commercial farming

and the principles of collective life are both new to them. The only ex-

periences they can bring to bear are the patterns of mutual assistance in

the village and the existence of communal property. Without the help of

specialists, they cannot take full advantage of collective farming. And

it is rather difficult for them to accept the help of specialists, whom

they regard as outsiders. When they do accept managers, they lose their

own initiative, feel frustrated, insecure, alienated, and powerless. Col-

lective farms with these problems are usually not very successful arid it

is difficult to turn them into really functioning businesses.
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In describing the collective farms organized by different kinds of

people in the two socio-economic systems, we did not mention our basic

typology° There is, however, a link between this typology and the kind of

socio-economic system in which collective farms are organized. Type 1

collectives could not be expected to exist in directive systems or rather

could not be expected to exist for long. In directive systems the role

of collective farms is defined by the needs of the national economy and

not by the particular goals or beliefs of members. Only in a situation

where the beliefs of members are identical with national goals as formulated

by the government, would it be possible to expect the existence of the first

type. If the members believe in national goals or if they believe in a

kind of ideology which is accepted as official doctrine, they could be quite

happy within the directive system. Such a situation apparently occurs in

Chinese communes. Usually, however, a government is very pragmatic and

does not necessarily follow the doctrine in which its citizens are required

to believe. Unless the doctrine is one of pure nationalism, there are

inevitable differences between it and the pragmatic behavior of the govern-

ment. The principle of equality, for example, is usually sacrificed for
that of efficiency. The ideology which exploded during a revolution cannot

be maintained for long when the revolution reaches its goals. Even the

most radical government will appreciate obedient citizens more highly than

citizens who strongly believe in ideological dogma and may on this basis

oppose government's decisions or argue about such decisions. Collec~tive

farms could be created by groups of believers, but they could not function

for long in a directive system and might be even regarded as a possible

source of deviations.
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The fourth type of collective* also could not exist in directive sys-

tems because the idea of getting small farms together in order to achieve

higher profit has no meaning in a planned economy. There is no competi-

tion between small and large farms; production is planned; prices and sup-

plies to farms of seeds, fertilizers, construction materials, etc., are

decided by the government. Large farms might, in fact, have lower costs

of production and better economic results in general, but for the members

of a collective farm this success is of secondary importance. They feel

more alienated, more suppressed by management, etc., in larger collective

farms. Even if some incentives to create or enlarge collective farms could

be devised, they would not be Considered sufficient reasons by peasants,

*If this type of collective farm, defined as a responae to the compe-

titive market, makes no sense in a directive economic system where the mar-
ket is strongly controlled and competition is excluded, there 

is still a

place for competition between small family farms and collective farms in
such a system. This competition is, however, not on the market* rather
it is expressed in the income of members of collective farms. If members'

wages or income from collective farms are higher than the income possible
from private plots, it is very probable that the members of collective farms
will reject their individual plots or transform them into small kitchen-
gardens. If, for example, a member of a collective farm receives a suffi-
cient amount of milk from the collective farm, he would riot bother to keep
a cow for his family. If his salary is better than the income from vege-
tables produced on his private plot for the market, he would probably spend
more time on the collective fields than on his private plot. If he could
get enough meat from the collective farm or in the butchery, or if the
market is well supplied and there is no private market for his products,
he would certainly prefer to earn a good salary than to produce meat on
his own. This competition is regulated by the constitution of the collec-
tive farm. Usually one is not allowed to produce more than is required
to meet one's own needs, but this depends on the general economic situation
in the country. Lip to now, we have only had examples of countries with
directive systems where there are permanent shortages in market supplies
of food and consumer goods in general. It could be that the directive sys-
tem in a country with an abundance of consumer goods will create different
conditions for collective farming. The advantages of collective farming
w4ill become clear and in consequence the competition between individual
plots and collective farms will make no sense. But at this time we do not
know of such a country.
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w-ho only agree to join collective farms, or to unify existing farms because

of external pressure.

As the fourth type of collective is not suited to directive systems,

so the third type does not fit interactive systems where decisions of pro-

ducers are influenced by the market and not by the government. The rca-
sons for producers to organize collective farms lie in the advantages of

the market and not the general interest of the national economy. The govern-

ment in an interactive system could encourage collective farming L or could

grant special privileges for collective farms apart from economic compe-

tition, but it could not create collective farming on a mass scale with-

out changing the whole economic system of the country.

Only the second type of collective could emerge in both the directive

and the interactive economic systems. Of course, in the directive system

collective farms will receive full economic support, will be likely to

survive their internal crises, and usually will have a tendency to bring

their organizational patterns closer to state farming. In the interactive

system, the centrifugal tendencies will, after the first stage of collecti-

vization, strongly manifest themselves, and most -probably the collective

farms w-ill dissolve or transform themselves into a kind of corporation or

cooperative composed of individual farms retaining some shared property

or commonly organized services. The best situation occurs when the organi-

zational patterns of the individual farms are similar, as in the moshav.

Collective Farms and Socio-Political Systems

The differences between directive and interactive systems imply the

kind of political system. A directive system is possible only in a coun-

try with strongly centralized power. Ideology is not w-ithout significance
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in such a situation, and usually we find a mixture of socialistic and nation-

aliftic ideas. But the directive system has its own dialectic. Ideology

can influence the secondary goals or the kind of arguments used to urge

creation of collective farming, e.g., nationalization of the whole economy,

and it has some importance for the organizational patterns which must im-

plement the goals. Of course, the degree of centralized power in the socio-

political system and the degree of directiveness in the socio-economic

system have a very strong influence on the character of collective farming

in the country--TOhether or not to collectivize, whether or not to allow

the existence of ideologically motivated collective farms or collective

farms created by commercial farmers to achieve better profit, etc. The

organizational patterns of collective farms are influenced as well by the

degree of governmental control implied by the degree of directiveness of

the socio-economic system.

As the political structure in its basic characteristic--degree of cen-

tralized control by one party--is strongly associated with the character-

istics of the socio-economic system, it is not necessary to speak at length

about political systems. It is different with cultural systems.

Collective Farms and Socio-Cultural Systems

It is true that directive systems have emerged in underdeveloped coun-

tries which have some similarity in general cultural traits. These are

usually countries with a large proportion of. peasants in the population

and with a dominance of peasant systems of values, norms of behavior, etc.

There is, of course, no universal peasant culture, and peasants in Eastern

Europe, Asia, Latin America, etc., differ strongly in their cultural pat-

terns. But in all peasant cultures, strong value is attached to the family
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and the community. The peasant "moral community" accepts different moral

norms for those within and without the group, e.g., officials, urban dwellers,

tourists, etc. The strong resistance to family plots in collective farms

in Eastern Europe can be better understood if we remember that these are

peasant countries, In fact, differences between Eastern European countries

in this respect show us that in countries with higher levels of indkustriali-

zation and lack of peasantry and peasant culture, like East Germany and

Czechoslovakia, the individual family plot is not of such importance.

The collective farms there are much more similar to sovkhozes (state farms)

than to kolkhozes (collective farms) in the Soviet Union, despite the fact

that a single organizational model was used at the beginning.

Passive resistance of members of collective farms to management (mana-

gers are regarded as outsiders and the attitude of members towards managers

is the same as that of village dwellers towards the state officials who

come to the village), strong "moral familism," the inability of members

to think in terms of large enterprise, and so on, could be related to cul-

tural deteninants rather than to the organizational patterns or general

traits of the national economy. It is true that in peasant agriculture

the existence of some traditional forms of cooperation could facilitate

the organization of collective farms, but at the same time, strong familism

and old forms of using common property will create serious obstacles in

the transformation of collective farms into efficient businesses.

The cultural norms associated with land laborers are quite different.

They can much more easily accept the appointed managers and follow their

orders. They are much more habituated to the separation of family and work,

therefore, the division of labor is much clearer and work can be better

organized. They distrust, of course, all regulations about work and tend
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towards equal distribution of work and income, much more so than peasants

who are more careful about rank differences between families. This atti-

tude could be an obstacle to the effectiveness of material incentives but,

in general, the type of sub-culture characteristic of agricultural laborers

is much more favorable for the creation of collective farms.

Neither group, however, and neither kind of sub-culture, is the most

receptive to the principle of cooperativeness, for both peasants and land

laborers are unable to think in terms of common enterprise. They can ac-

cept the manager as landlord or patron, they can more or less obediently

follow his orders, but they cannot act as real co-owners. This kind of

ability is much more characteristic of commercial farmers who are used to

thinking in terms of production for the market, can understand and accept

economic arguments, and can really participate in decision-making.*

As we said before, peasant culture can only be described in very general

terms; in fact, we'have no universal peasant culture. Pre-revolutionary

Russia and pre-revolutionary China were countries with predominantly pea-

sant populations, but their peasant cultures were very different. It might

be true that the feeling of community was much stronger for Chinese peasant-

ry and that hence organization of collective farming in China was much easier

and the functioning of collectives is much more successful. But there are

so many factors involved--differences in socio-economic systems (e.g., the

existence of market relations-in China), different ideological involvement

*am not speaking here about collective farms created by non-
agricultural population--radical intelligentsia or industrial workers--
like kibbutzim, for instance. But the cultural norms char'acteristic to
such groups enable them to act as real participants in decision-making
and at the same time ideological goals have much higher importance for
them.
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of peasants in the revolution, different degrees of internalization of

ideology proclaimed by the government, dependence on big irrigation sys-

tems and therefore on collective work in China, much less stratification

of Chinese peasantry, etc.--that it is difficult to say that the differences

in the ease of collectivization and in the functioning of collective farms

are consequences of cultural traits. It is possible only to say that the

cultural values of Chinese peasantry were much more favorable to collective

farming than those of the Russian peasantry, at least in the European part

of Russia.

We could not expect that the arguments used in the creation of GAECs

in France or of Israeli kibbutzim would be adequate to convince African

or Asian peasants. Such arguments would not be adequate in directive sociow

economic systems, or for peasant families living in the framework of their

own local cultures where individual economic success is of much less impor-

tance and prestige is gained by other kinds of behavior. Even corparing

cultural norms in Indian villages in Latin America .with those in villages

where settlers are of European origin we can see that the arguments used

to encourage collective farming must be different and that even organiza-

tional patterns (at least in the beginning) must be different because of

variations in culture. The argument that all members of the village have

some rights to land and that they should use the land as a group, produce

the food for themselves as a group, and that everybody should participate

in the benefits would be much more convincing for Indian villagers in Latin

America. Arguments relating to such economic advantages as profit, market

competition, etc., would be more convincing to villagers of European origin.

Thus, even within the s:ame soeio-economic system in the same country, argu-

ments in support of and actual organizational patterns of collective farming
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must be different if we have to deal with-groups of different culture,

with different emphases on market values, and with different community

and family values.

Let us now consider the prospects for collective farming in the world

and the role of such organizational forms of agricultural production in

socio-economic change.
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ILND TE PROSPECTS FOR COLLECTIVE FARMING

In speaking about the role of collective farming in socio--economic

development, we should talk first about existing collectives and then about

prospects for the future. In other words, we want to know, first, what

role collective farms have already played in the socio-economic develop-

ment of some countries, and, second, what role different kinds of collec-

tive farms could play in the socio-economic development of countries where,

at the moment, collective farming does not exist.

It is not possible to say what would have happened if countries which

now have collectivized agriculture had developed without it, but we can

say what advantages and disadvantages collective farming offered for their

development.

Roles Played by Collective Farming in Current Economic Development

Collectivization in the Soviet Union made it possible to gain full

control over agricultural production, to dispose of the results of produc-

tion, and to supply growing industrial centers with cheap food. Enforced

collectivization had, however, many disadvaptages. During collectivization,

the existing production potentials were destroyed. Soviet agriculture has

found itself since that time in a state of permanent crisis. Despite tech-

nological modernization, the previous level of productivity has only very

recently been regained. The production of collective farms was unable to

meet the needs of the country. In many fields of production--eggs, meat,

fruits, vegetables, even potatoes--the significant part, even the major

part of production camre from individuial members' plots and not from col-

lective farms.



Collective farms played a similar role in economic development in other

underdeveloped Eastern European and Asian countries. In these countries,

however, there were several reasons why it was possible to avoid such an

enormous loss in agricultural production as was suffered in the Soviet

Union. First, collectivization was not the main source of industrial de.

velopment. These countries had other sources as well, and more connections

with the international market. Therefore, the obligatory deliveries were

never so high and the consumption of the rural population, rather than

dropping so sharply, even increased in comparison to the previous level.

Second, the percentage of land taken in land reform was higher and the

contribution of peasants to the emerging collective farms was much lower

than in the Soviet Union. For their contribution of land, tools, mechani-

cal equipment, livestock, etc., peasants were rewarded and for a few years

income was distributed not only according to work but according to the con-

tribution of land and capital as well. The potential for productivity did

not drop, therefore, as in the Soviet Union, and the state gave much more

financial and production support to emerging collective farms. Thiid,

in some countries, the level of enforcement was much lower and the parti-

cipation of peasants in the transformation of agriculture was much higher.

These elements gave at least initial incentives for agricultural develop-

ment, particularly in Asian countries. And fourth, the level of industriali-

zation was much higher than in pre-revolutionary Russia and, therefore,

the market relationships and market incentives were operating on a larger

scale. In addition, in some countries new organizational solutions were

found which preserved family farming and incentives for work to a larger

extent (Hungary), or brought collective farms closer to state farming and

state-owned industry (East Germany, Czechoslovakia).



Another example of the role played by collective farming in socio-

economic development can be seen in Israel. Collectives and cooperatives

were the main form of agricultural settlement in that country and hence

crucial to its very emergence and existence and to its further development.

We must remember several factors, however. First, individual settlement

was not possible:- in order to overcome the natural difficulties, collec-

tive effort was absolutely necessary. Second, collective farming had all

the financial support it needed. And third, members of collective farms

had relatively higher levels of education than those of average peasants,

had the feeling of national mission, and accepted all organizational re-
quirements for that mission. Success of Israeli collective farming could

hardly be repeated in other conditions and in the face of changing condi-

tions in Israel itself, the collective farms may not last there for long,

at least not in their current organizational patterns.

We should also mention the role that collective farms played in some
countries during land reform. In Mexico and in Italy as well, collective

farms played a role as a transitional stage preparing for family farming

on the land received from land reform. Even if the majority of collective

farms were dissolved after a short period of existence, their emergence

and temporary existence played an important role in changing the agricul-

tural structure without heavy loses in productivity of land. In addition,

some forms of cooperation remain and serve as a driving force in the devel-

opment of family farming and as an integrating force in new agriculture.

The modernization of technology, the participation in the market, and the

processes of vertical integration in general are now facilitated to a large

extent by the experiences of collective farming and by the remnants of it

in the form of cooperative services.
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Roles Collective Farms May Play in Future Economic Development

Future agriculture will most probably be agriculture of large holdings

or production units. As forms of future agriculture we can suggest large

private commercial farms, agricultural corporations, collective or coopera-

tive farms, and state farms. The first form is similar to industrial organi-

zation, meaning large-production units with skilled personnel, modern me-

chanical equipment, division of work and wages, separation of production

work and the family household, etc. On such a farm, workers could be pro-

ducers only or, at the same time, co-owners. But socialist or capitalist

in its character, the farm would be organized as one big unit, a modern

version of existing plantations and commercial farms. It may be that with

a very high level of mechanization, such a farm could be operated by the

family.

The second ideal type is the corporate farm. Family farms are inte-

grated by one production plan. They could be supplied with raw materials

and perform one stage in the production process. Processing, marketing,

even some production functions like plowing or distribution of fertilizers,

spraying, etc., would be performed by specialized units--cooperatives, state

or private. Again, such a kind of organization could be socialist or capi-

talist, but it remains as the aggregate of individual family farms func-

tionally linked by the division of work in the total production process.

Most probably, this form will be dominant in the future. We could expect

that corporate farming will be dominant in developed countries like the

USA and Western Europe. Of course, the varkiations of general forms would

be very numerous, with different levels of cooperative features, speciali-

zation of farms composing such units, and functions performed by integrating

units, It is very probable that in Yugoslavia and in Poland the direction
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of change will be the same, but of course all integrating units will have

the character of cooperatives or state agencies and will be subordinated

to the planned economy.

In other Eastern European countries, we could expect that both ten-

dencies would be present. In some countries, we would expect state farm-

ing with some elements of participation of workers in the production deci-

sion and stronger elements of the interactive system in the global economic

model. In other countries, existing collective farms will probably split

in different directions. A smaller pairt of them will be transformed into

some kind of big unit, very close to state farming in their organization.

In the largest number, the individual plots will probably be extended and

the principle of the family as the production group will be more conscien-

tiously adopted. In consequence, the collective farms will change in the

direction of the Hungarian model which is, in fact, very close to the model

of the moshav.

In developing countries, most probably we will have a large number

of state farms or cooperatives organized in the same way as state farms,

particularly in countries where we already have or we will have in the

future revolutionary changes of socialist, or partly socialist and partly

nationalist character. In other countries, family farms may be integrated

for a long time by cooperatives with the participation of governmental

agencies or the state as co-owner or co-manager, but it is difficult to

expect high levels of such integration. The form of corpcorate farming,

or t"manufactetpe farming, is most probable in developing counetries,

but we could expect that those corporations would be cooperatives.

The forms of transformation of production organization in agriculture will

certainly be of a large variety, despite the same general direction of



change. Collective farming has its role in these transformations as a

preparatory Stage for private farming-with strong beginnings of integra-

tion into large, corporate production units, as advanced forms of such

units, and as transitional forms to industry-like farms, state or coopera-

t-ive. Tn such cases, even if collective farms are to be transformed into

state farms or "share stock businesses," they will keep some elements of

their former organization, like democratic control, self-management, or

participation of producers in decision-making. In this sense, collective

farms are not only an important transitional stage of the transformation

of peasant and family farming into modern, large-scale farming, but they

introduce the general elements of the future organization of agricultural

production.
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Errata

The author wishes to make the following changes in this
paper.

g 33-34 should read:

* .. collective farm we are speaking about and the nature of
the system of values shared by its members. we might distin-
guish at least three measures of equality. First is the most
literal: each member of the group receives the same volume of
the benefits independent of his work (or contribution). This
idea (in Russia called uravnilovka) is common among some
religious groups and unski-lled workers. The second could be
formulated as 'equal reward for equal work.' it is common
among former hired workers whose contribution is exclusively
manpower.

"The extreme and most sophisticated meaning of equality is'to each according to his needs' and 'from each according to
his abilities,, but this idea usually cannot be put into
practice .

1 1. 15 should read:

-. . come to the village), strong 'amoral familism,' theinability of members . .


